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About Us
IVARS S.p.A. specializes in the processing of 
plastic materials

Founded in 1947 in Val Sabbia, Italy, over time, we have extended the range of 

products manufactured in IVARS. The experience gained has led to us developing 

three business lines: seating components ranging from feet to headrests to 

backrests, accessories for furniture, and articles for the construction industry.   

Throughout our 75-year history, our watchword has remained an unswerving 

focus on the individual as central to our business, championing the value of our 

employees and clients alike.

Thanks to the expertise of our 150 employees – a core element that’s driven the 

company’s evolution – IVARS offers personalised and innovative solutions that 

deliver outstanding performance, the fruit of close dialogue that lies at the heart 

of every project, transforming ideas into functional objects. 

IVARS is part of the TWINSNETWORK.
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What
is Twins 
Network?
With IVARS as the parent company, Twins is an 
established global brand that unites companies 
(in Italy and abroad) specialised largely in the 
production of metal, plastic and wooden 
components for all types of seating. 

Twins apporte l’expérience et le professionnalisme du Made in Italy dans le monde entier, en Angleterre, 

France, Espagne, République Tchèque, Inde, USA, Mexique, Brésil, Chili, et Argentine.

Outre Ivars SpA, Brado S.p.A, Omsi S.r.l, Ivars France S.A.S, Stiwood S.r.l., Metalmeccanica Alba S.r.l., 

Compuniver Group S.L, Ergocomp Plastic (I) Ptv Ltd., Arabian Furniture Components Fzco, Ivars Real Estate 

USA L.l.c, Drvoservisd.o.o., Ergonomics Components S. de R.L de C.V, Ofipartes S.A, Rhodes S.A, Alubase 

S.A, Ivars USA Inc., Contatto S.A, HartecS.r.L, Stocco F.lli S.r.L., Elledi Plast S.r.L. sont des filiales de Twins.
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Flexibility:
our watchword
for 75 years
After the Second World War, on 26 June 
1947, at the tender age of twenty-four, Giulio 
Pietro Ebenestelli opened Industria Valsabbina 
Applicazioni Resine Sintetiche in Vestone: IVARS 
was established.

Right from the beginning, adaptability to market needs, together with a strong character 

that matched that of its founder, have remained the defining characteristics of IVARS’s DNA. 

At the end of the Second World War Ebenestelli found himself in control of his family’s forge, 

left devastated by the Nazis and fascists as a reprisal for participation in the resistance. Then the 

1950s, after purchasing new machinery, the young Ebenestelli formed IVARS and production 

of the first plastic items commenced with the creation of advertising objects. Over the next 

decade, plastic processing became the company’s core business. Then in 1986, IVARS began 

manufacturing chair components. In the 60ies the plastic production became more and more 

important. In 1986 IVARS started with the production of components for seating.
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Giulio Pietro Ebenestelli
founded IVARS.

Innovation and customised processes 
for its client companies.

These are the years when Italian 
TV’s Carosello ad show popularises 
advertising. IVARS begins manufacturing 
advertising objects such as plastic 
ashtrays

70 years of IVARS.

Plastic processing becomes IVARS’s 
core business.

IVARS rebranding.

1947

The 2000s

1953

2017

The 60s

2018

Timeline
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The business begins manufacturing 
TV components (TVs with cathode ray 
tube) and plastic objects. Production
is meticulous, complex and precise,
as the accessories are used in
Beretta weapons, and furnishing 
accessories.

After 4 years, IVARS returns once 

again is present at trade fairs: our 

participation in Interzum 2023 with

the partners of the Twinsnetwork 

Group is a great success.

At IVARS, we continue to invest in 

the future: technology and the Green 

evolution are central to our ongoing 

growth – and as always, our philosophy 

which places Man at the Centre.

The business realises the potential 
to harness its knowledge of plastic 
materials to manufacture furniture 
components, and in particular seating 
components. Additionally, it sets up 
a division manufacturing building 
accessories.

IVARS establishes its seating 
components division.

The 70s

2023

The 80s

Today

The 90s
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Vision.
Man at
the Centre
At IVARS we strive to champion the individual 
as a cornerstone of our evolutionary process. 
That’s why we invest in people, meaning both 
in our human resources and our clients. We 
do this to offer innovative solutions that are 
continually aligned with market needs.
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Mission.
Creating 
solutions 
Research and Development: At IVARS, we invest in our human resources and business 

technologies to offer a dynamic product offering that anticipates trends, transforming your 

needs into reality – no matter how innovative your projects.

Worldwide client reach: our extensive network of agents in Italy and the active presence of 

the Group’s foreign companies and export managers on international markets guarantees 

operational excellence, and the flexibility to adapt to changing business situations both in 

choices at an internal strategic level and the final products we offer.

Flexibility: since IVARS was established, our strength has lain in our ability to listen to market 

demands and adapt our skills accordingly. Our core business can be precisely summarised: our 

ability to deliver solutions by giving concrete form to our clients’ ideas. 

Experience: IVARS has 75 years of expertise in plastics manufacturing. This is your assurance 

of maximum precision at every stage of processing, thanks to the experience and meticulous 

attention paid by our staff. Respect for deadlines and swift delivery are our watchwords in IVARS.

Investing in the local community: we believe in championing the skills of the entire local 

community in which we are headquartered. To this end, we’ve always strived to collaborate 

with local companies to create products, offering them subsidised solutions and providing 

spaces and technologies to safeguard them, whilst at the same time guaranteeing the utmost 

precision of the end results.
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